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This paper proposes a new methodology for analyzing nonlinear pricing data. We establish identification of the model primitives with a
known tariff and characterize the model restrictions on observables.
We propose a quantile-based nonparametric estimator that achieves
consistency at the parametric rate. We introduce unobserved product
heterogeneity with an unknown tariff and show how our identification
and estimation results extend. A Monte Carlo study analyzes the robustness of our methodology to menus of two-part tariffs. Analysis of
cellular service data assesses the performance of various pricing strategies. We discuss extensions to network effects, multiproduct firms, bundling, differentiated products, and oligopolies.

I. Introduction
When facing heterogeneous consumers, a firm’s prevalent strategy is to
discriminate consumers by offering different prices across purchase sizes
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or qualities. This practice is called nonlinear pricing or second-degree
price discrimination and can be found in electricity, telecommunication,
and advertising, among others. See Wilson (1993) for examples. Spence
(1977), Mussa and Rosen (1978), and Maskin and Riley (1984) provide seminal nonlinear pricing models within an imperfect information framework in which firms do not know the consumers’ tastes for their products,
leading to adverse selection. The firm designs a tariff discriminating consumers while endogenizing the offered quantity/quality. This tariff is
incentive compatible or revealing and requires giving up some rents to
consumers. The resulting optimal price schedule is concave in quantity,
implying discounts.1
The economic importance of price discrimination has led to an abundant empirical literature, with early studies by Lott and Roberts (1991)
and Shepard (1991) focusing on evidence of nonlinear pricing.2 More recently, empirical studies have evaluated the impact of nonlinear pricing
on profits, consumer surplus, and economic efficiency using a random
utility discrete choice model for consumers’ preferences to recover the
consumers’ taste distribution treating the price schedule as exogenous
(see Leslie 2004; McManus 2007; Cohen 2008; Economides, Seim, and
Viard 2008). A third trend has endogenized the price and quantity schedules to estimate the demand and cost structure (see Ivaldi and Martimort
1994; Miravete 2002; Crawford and Shum 2007). The latter use Mussa
and Rosen (1978) to measure quality distortion in the cable TV industry.
They consider a finite number of types/tastes with an equal number of of-
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1
Extensions to oligopoly or multiple products include Oren, Smith, and Wilson (1983),
Ivaldi and Martimort (1994), Stole (1995, 2007), Armstrong (1996), Rochet and Choné
(1998), Armstrong and Vickers (2001), Rochet and Stole (2003), and Bonatti (2011). Because of multidimensional screening, the optimal tariff is less tractable, though closed-form
solutions might be obtained for some specifications.
2
Other studies by Borenstein (1991), Borenstein and Rose (1994), and Busse and Rysman (2005) document the impact of competition on patterns of nonlinear pricing.
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fered qualities and hence prices with known consumers’ utility and firm’s
cost. Thus the observed market shares straightforwardly identify the frequencies of types. Using the first-order conditions for the consumer and
the firm, the authors recover the unobserved qualities and types.
Our paper proposes a new methodology for the structural analysis of
nonlinear pricing data when types are continuously distributed and the
consumers’ utility and firm’s cost are unknown to the analyst. We consider
Maskin and Riley’s (1984) model with consumer exclusion. The model
contains the main features for developing a general structural framework
for nonlinear pricing data. The conclusion discusses how to extend our
results to advanced pricing models with, for example, bundling, differentiated products, and competition. In the spirit of the empirical auction
literature, we investigate the nonparametric identification of the model
primitives from observables, which are the individual purchases and payments. See Laffont and Vuong (1996) and Athey and Haile (2007) for
surveys.
We first consider a known firm’s tariff. Our identification problem is
reminiscent of those studied by Ekeland, Heckman, and Nesheim (2004)
and Heckman, Matzkin, and Nesheim (2010), who study the nonparametric identification of hedonic price models. Instead of relying on instruments, we use the first-order conditions of both the consumer and
the firm to identify the model primitives and exploit the one-to-one mapping between the unobserved consumer’s type and his observed purchase. Given a cost parameterization, the consumer exclusion condition
identifies its parameters. We then characterize the restrictions imposed
by the nonlinear pricing model on observables, the main restriction being the concavity of the tariff. Next, we propose a computationally convenient nonparametric procedure for estimating the marginal payoff and
the type distribution relying on empirical processes and quantiles. In contrast to Guerre, Perrigne, and Vuong (2000), our estimator is one-step
and converges at the parametric rate and hence is less demanding in
terms of sample size.
We then consider an unknown tariff with product unobserved heterogeneity. Such heterogeneity is important as observed payments and quantities are not perfectly related. This leads to a transformation model that
identifies the tariff using Horowitz (1996) and Ekeland et al. (2004). We
then extend our estimators and show how the estimated tariff affects their
asymptotic distributions. We assess their properties via a Monte Carlo
study and find that the estimation of the marginal cost needs an upper
boundary correction. We also study the robustness of our approach to a
menu of two-part tariffs as firms may face limits on tariff choices. Our
methodology is robust when observations arise from two-part tariffs as
long as the difference in slopes between two subsequent tariffs is not
too important and/or the number of tariffs is not too small. Our findings
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also highlight that a menu of two-part tariffs entails some ranges of quantities not offered by the firm.
The analysis of cellular service data shows the importance of product
unobserved heterogeneity and supports the nonlinear pricing model.
Counterfactuals assess the performance of nonlinear pricing relative to
alternative pricing strategies such as two-part tariffs, minimum purchase,
and quantity forcing in terms of profit and consumer surplus. Though
the loss in a firm’s profit might be small, these strategies exclude more
consumers and those with low tastes are most hurt. The conclusion discusses extensions of our methodology opening several avenues for future
research. These include network effects, multiproduct firms, bundling,
product differentiation, and competition. Beyond nonlinear pricing,
we can use our methodology to analyze pricing data with regulated firms
and contract data in (say) environmental regulation, retailing, and labor,
where incomplete information plays a key role.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the model, establishes identification with a known tariff, and characterizes the model
restrictions. Section III develops a one-step quantile-based nonparametric estimator. It then introduces product unobserved heterogeneity with
an unknown tariff and shows how our estimator extends. A Monte Carlo
analysis assesses the properties of our estimators as well as a robustness
analysis of our approach to a menu of two-part tariffs. Section IV presents
the empirical analysis of cellular service data. Section V presents conclusions and discusses future lines of research. Appendix A provides the
proofs of Section II, asymptotic properties of our estimators in Section III,
and estimation of the tariff. Proofs of asymptotic properties are in online
appendixes B and C.

II. Model, Identification, and Restrictions
A.

The Model

1.

Assumptions and Model Primitives

We consider the nonlinear pricing model by Maskin and Riley (1984),
which is also one of the benchmark adverse selection models. This model
contains the main components for analyzing nonlinear pricing data. Section V discusses extensions to network effects, bundling, multiple products, product differentiation, and competition. Each consumer is characterized by an adverse selection parameter v capturing his taste or
willingness to pay for the product. The type v is the consumer’s private
information, while the firm knows only its distribution F(⋅). In general,
the firm finds it unprofitable to serve those with low types. Specifically,
the firm chooses optimally a threshold v* below which consumers are ex-
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cluded from consumption. On the other hand, consumers with v ≥ v*
buy a positive quantity of the product.
Each consumer has a utility from consumption U ðQ ; vÞ 5 vU0 ðQ Þ and
faces a tariff T(Q ), where Q is the consumed quantity/quality. The function U0(⋅) is the base utility.3 Thus, the consumer’s net payoff from consumption is
vU0 ðQ Þ 2 T ðQ Þ:

(1)

The firm incurs a cost C(Q) for producing Q for each consumer.4 Hereafter [U0(⋅), F(⋅), C(⋅)] are the model primitives. The next assumptions
follow the theoretical literature. A variable as a subscript indicates the
derivative of a function with respect to this variable.
Assumption A1.
i. The base utility function U0(⋅) is twice continuously differentiable
with U0 ð⋅Þ ≥ 0, U0Q ð⋅Þ > 0, and U0QQ ð⋅Þ < 0 on [0, 1∞).
ii. The type distribution F(⋅) is twice continuously differentiable with
a density f ð⋅Þ > 0 on its support ½v, v, with 0 < v < v < ∞. Moreover, rðvÞ ; v 2 f½1 2 F ðvÞ=f ðvÞg and its derivative are strictly
positive for v ∈ ½v, v.
iii. The cost function C(⋅) is twice continuously differentiable on
[0, 1∞) with marginal cost satisfying CQ ð⋅Þ > 0 and CQQ ð⋅Þ ≥ 0 on
[0, ∞).
Assumptions A1-i, iii are standard, while A1-ii is specific to models of
asymmetric information. The condition that r(⋅) is strictly positive and
increasing guarantees sorting at equilibrium, which is an important property for solving the model; see also note 8.
2.

The Optimization Problem and First-Order
Conditions

The v-consumer chooses a quantity/quality Q(⋅) as a function of his type.
This quantity maximizes (1) and, provided the consumer chooses to buy,
solves the first-order condition (FOC)
TQ ðQ ðvÞÞ 5 vU0Q ðQ ðvÞÞ:

(2)

In words, his marginal utility must equal the marginal price at the quantity Q. In addition, consuming should provide a larger utility than not
consuming, namely,
3
The multiplicative separability in v is standard in the theoretical literature. It is an identifying assumption
Ð Q as a general functional form U(Q , v) is not identified. An equivalent
specification is 0 vv0 ðxÞdx, where v0(⋅) is the consumer’s willingness to pay for the marginal
unit of the product, also called the inverse demand.
4
Previous versions of the paper consider a general cost function C(⋅) for the total
amount produced across consumers. See Riley (2012) and n. 12.
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vU0 ðQ ðvÞÞ 2 T ðQ ðvÞÞ ≥ vU0 ð0Þ:

(3)

Equations (2) and (3) are the so-called incentive compatibility (IC) and
individual rationality (IR) constraints.5
The firm’s (expected) profit defined as the revenue from an agent
consuming Q minus the cost for producing Q is
ð v
½T ðQ ðvÞÞ 2 C ðQ ðvÞÞf ðvÞdv:
v*

Because the consumer’s type v is unknown to the firm, the profit is taken
in expectation. The firm then chooses optimally the cutoff type v*, the offered quantity Q(⋅), and the tariff T(⋅) to maximize its profit subject to
the IR and IC constraints.6 This gives
ð v
max
½T ðQ ðvÞÞ 2 C ðQ ðvÞÞf ðvÞdv,
(4)
v* ,Q ðÞ,T ðÞ v*

subject to the IC and IR constraints. The next proposition gives the necessary conditions for the solution [v*, Q(⋅), T(⋅)]. Let
M ðvÞ ; vU0 ðQ ðvÞÞ 2 C ðQ ðvÞÞ 2

1 2 F ðvÞ
U0 ðQ ðvÞÞ:
f ðvÞ

Proposition 1. Suppose that the firm does not shut down.7 Under
A1, there exists a unique threshold v* ∈ ½v, vÞ below which consumers
are not served, that is, Q 5 0. In addition, for v ∈ ½v* , v, the functions
Q(⋅) and T(⋅) are nonnegative, once and twice continuously differentiable, respectively, with Qv ð⋅Þ > 0, TQ ð⋅Þ > 0, and TQQ ð⋅Þ < 0 on ½v* , v and
½Q ðv* Þ, Q ðvÞ. These functions solve the FOCs of the firm’s optimization
problem (4), namely,
vU0Q ðQ ðvÞÞ 5 CQ ðQ ðvÞÞ 1

1 2 F ðvÞ
U0Q ðQ ðvÞÞ
f ðvÞ

(5)

and
5
Despite the right-hand side of (3) depending on v, there are no countervailing incentives because (3) is equivalent to v½U0 ðQ Þ 2 U0 ð0Þ 2 T ðQ Þ ≥ 0, which is strictly increasing
in v by A1-i for any given Q. See Lewis and Sappington (1989) and Maggi and RodriguezClare (1995) for countervailing incentives.
6
If the firm can discriminate consumers on the basis of some observed characteristics
such as their age or location, known as third-degree price discrimination, these characteristics appear in F(⋅) as conditioning variables and/or in U0(⋅) as additional variables and
hence in the resulting tariff T(Q ).
7
Shutdown corresponds to M ðvÞ ≤ 0; i.e., it is not profitable to serve any consumer. As a
matter of fact, the function M(⋅) is strictly increasing on [0, ∞) under A1 and (5). Thus,
there are three cases: 0 ≤ M ðvÞ, M ðvÞ < 0 < M ðvÞ, and M ðvÞ ≤ 0. The first two cases correspond to no exclusion and consumer exclusion, respectively. Proposition 1 excludes the
third case, where it is not profitable for the firm to operate.
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(6)

for v ∈ ½v* , v. If M ðvÞ < 0, then v* ∈ ðv, vÞ and v* solves the optimal exclusion condition
M ðv* Þ ; v* U0 ðQ ðv* ÞÞ 2 CðQ ðv* ÞÞ 2

1 2 F ðv* Þ
U0 ðQ ðv* ÞÞ 5 0:
f ðv* Þ

(7)

If M ðvÞ ≥ 0, then v* 5 v and all consumers are served. In either case, the
v*-consumer receives zero net utility; that is, the boundary condition
v* U0 ðQ ðv* ÞÞ 5 T ðQ ðv* ÞÞ holds.
For formal proofs of proposition 1, see Maskin and Riley (1984) or Tirole
(1988). Equation (5) says that the marginal payoff for each type equals
the marginal cost plus a nonnegative distortion term due to incomplete
information. Hence, all consumers buy less than the efficient (first-best)
quantity except for the v-consumer for whom there is no distortion. Once
Q(⋅) is obtained from (5), (6) characterizes the optimal tariff T(⋅) using
the boundary condition. Equation (7) expresses the trade-off between
expanding the customer base and lowering the tariff. The boundary condition says that the agent with the cutoff type v* receives no rent. Under
A1, the second-order condition of the consumer’s problem is satisfied
with a strictly increasing and concave tariff. In addition, differentiating
(5) with respect to v leads to a strictly increasing quantity schedule.8
B. Identification
This section establishes identification of the model when the tariff T(⋅) is
known. Section III.B introduces product unobserved heterogeneity and
relaxes this assumption. The model primitives [U0(⋅), F(⋅), C(⋅)] are the
consumer’s base utility, his type distribution, and the firm’s cost function.
In addition to T(⋅), the analyst observes consumers’ purchased quantities
from a single market. Thus, identification investigates whether the primitives can be uniquely recovered from the observables [T(⋅), G Q*(⋅)], where
G Q*(⋅) is the quantity distribution.9
8

Specifically, we obtain


rv ðvÞU0Q ðQ ðvÞÞ 5 Q v ðvÞ CQQ ðQ ðvÞÞ 2 rðvÞU0QQ ðQ ðvÞÞ :

Thus under A1, Q vð⋅Þ > 0. This property guarantees sorting at equilibrium and profit maximization.
9
The superscript * refers to a truncation as only consumers with a type v ≥ v* consume
the good. As is common, the analyst does not have information on consumers who choose
the outside option. Otherwise, we could identify the proportion of such consumers F(v*)
and hence F(⋅) instead of F *(⋅) on ½v* , v from proposition 2. The data may also provide
some exogenous agent’s characteristics X such as his age, income, etc. Because seconddegree price discrimination imposes the same tariff across consumers, we can view v as aggregating a consumer’s observed and unobserved heterogeneity. See n. 20 and Luo, Perrigne, and Vuong (2015) for the introduction of market and consumer heterogeneity in
a more general setting.
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Discussion

An FOC similar to (6) arises in hedonic models studied by Ekeland et al.
(2004) and Heckman et al. (2010), who show that the marginal utility
is nonidentified without further restrictions. Without considering the
firm’s optimization problem, Ekeland et al. (2004) establish identification of the consumer utility and the distribution of unobserved heterogeneity up to location and scale by exploiting variations in some consumers’
continuous exogenous variables that are independent of the term of unobserved heterogeneity. Heckman et al. (2010) also consider exogenous
variables for single and multimarket data. Given that a general utility
function U(Q, v) is not identified, the former paper considers separable
additivity in v, while the latter considers alternative functional forms. Taking the logarithm of (6) gives log TQ ðQ Þ 5 log U0Q ðQ Þ 1 log v. In a standard setup, U0Q(⋅) would be identified by assuming E½log vjQ  5 0. But
from (5), Q 5 Q ðvÞ, creating an endogeneity problem traditionally solved
with instruments. In nonlinear pricing, it seems difficult to find instruments that are correlated with Q but independent of v. Consequently,
the consumer’s FOC (6) is not sufficient to identify the utility function
and the type distribution.10
Our problem is also reminiscent of identification in incomplete information models that lead to an equilibrium monotonic relationship between an observable and the agent’s private information. In auctions,
Guerre et al. (2000) exploit this one-to-one mapping to recover the bidders’ private value distribution. When the model contains more primitives to identify, several strategies can be entertained. When bidders are
risk averse, Guerre, Perrigne, and Vuong (2009) exploit exogenous variations in the number of bidders leading to some exclusion restrictions to
identify the bidders’ utility function. In contract models, recent papers
use exogenous variations and exclusion restrictions to identify the model
primitives. D’Haultfoeuille and Février (2016) exploit exogenous variations in labor contracts that do not affect the agents’ primitives to identify
the latter. An alternative strategy is to exploit FOCs for both the principal
and the agent to identify the model primitives as in Perrigne and Vuong
(2011) for a procurement model with adverse selection and moral hazard. We follow this strategy and exploit (5) and (6). Our identification results do not require the existence of exogenous variables characterizing
the agent and/or principal.11
10
Equation (6) can also be viewed as a nonseparable model Y 5 sðvÞ with Y 5 TQ ðQ Þ
and sðvÞ 5 vU0Q ½Q ðvÞ. The function s(⋅) is invertible in v because TQ(⋅) is strictly decreasing while Q(⋅) is strictly increasing in v from proposition 1. Chesher (2003) and Matzkin
(2003) show identification of this model under restrictive assumptions such as a uniform
distribution on [0, 1] for v.
11
Gandhi, Navarro, and Rivers (2017) use this approach to identify production functions.
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Identification of ½U0 ð⋅Þ, F ð⋅Þ, Cð⋅Þ

We first note that a scale normalization is necessary since U ðQ ; vÞ 5
vU0 ðQ Þ, where both the type v and the base utility U0(⋅) are unknown.
It suffices to multiply v by some positive constant and to divide U0(⋅)
by this constant to obtain observationally equivalent structures as formalized in lemma 1 in appendix A. On the other hand, there is no need for a
location normalization as the tariff fixes the location of vU0(Q ) through
the boundary condition v* U0 ðQ ðv* ÞÞ 5 T ðQ ðv* ÞÞ. We propose a convenient scale normalization in assumption B2.
Considering an adverse selection model, D’Haultfoeuille and Février
(2007) show that at least one of their three primitives, namely, the surplus, the type distribution, or the cost function, needs to be known to
identify the model. Instead, we parameterize the cost function. To keep
expressions simple, we choose a constant marginal cost specification
though alternative functional forms such as CðQ Þ 5 kð1 1 Q Þg can be
entertained.12
Assumption B1. The cost function is of the form CðQ Þ 5 k 1 gQ ,
with k ≥ 0 and g > 0, for Q ≥ 0.
The model primitives become [U0(⋅), F(⋅), k, g] while the marginal cost
CQ(Q(v)) reduces to g. Thus evaluating (5) and (6) at v and noting that
 5 Q ðvÞ since Q(⋅) is strictly increasing from proposition 1, g is identiQ
 Þ.
fied by g 5 TQ ðQ
We now turn to the identification of the marginal base utility U0Q(⋅) and
the unobserved type distribution F(⋅). The basic idea is to exploit the
monotonicity of the equilibrium quantity schedule Q(⋅), which defines
a one-to-one mapping between the unobserved consumer type v and the
observed quantity Q. Our argument is based on quantiles. Let v(a) and
Q(a) denote the a-quantiles of the truncated type distribution F * ð⋅Þ 5
½F ð⋅Þ 2F ðv* Þ=½1 2 F ðv* Þ and the truncated consumption distribution
GQ*(⋅). We define vð0Þ 5 v* and Q ð0Þ 5 Q so that v(⋅) and Q(⋅) are well
defined on [0, 1]. Rewriting (5) and (6) in terms of quantiles and noting
that ½1 2 F ðvÞ=f ðvÞ 5 ½1 2 F * ðvÞ=f * ðvÞ, where f * ð⋅Þ is the density of
F * ð⋅Þ, lead to
12a
U0Q ðQ ðaÞÞ,
vðaÞU0Q ðQ ðaÞÞ 5 g 1 *
f ðvðaÞÞ
TQ ðQ ðaÞÞ 5 vðaÞU0Q ðQ ðaÞÞ,

12
Ð v Alternatively, we could consider the cost of the total amount produced, i.e.,
Cð v* Q ðvÞf ðvÞdvÞ. In this case, the marginal cost for the total amount produced is identified
by combining (5) and (6) evaluated at the upper boundary v. In the multiproduct case, Luo,
Perrigne, and Vuong (2017) show that the variable cost is identified nonparametrically under some homogeneity assumption.
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for a ∈ ½0, 1. Using the relationship between the density and its quantile
function, that is, f * ðvðaÞÞ 5 1=va ðaÞ, and U0Q ðQ ðaÞÞ 5 TQ ðQ ðaÞÞ=vðaÞ in
the first equation give
va ðaÞ
T Q ðQ ða ÞÞ 2 g
:
5
vðaÞ
ð1 2 aÞTQ ðQ ðaÞÞ
Integrating (8) from 0 to a and using vð0Þ 5 v* give


ða
vðaÞ
1
g
du:
12
log * 5
v
T Q ðQ ðu ÞÞ
0 1 2 u

(8)

(9)

Thus, (9) expresses the quantile v(a) in terms of observables that are the
marginal tariff TQ(⋅) and the quantiles Q(a) of the quantity distribution
GQ*(⋅) up to the knowledge of v*. It follows that v(⋅) is identified on [0, 1]
up to v*, suggesting the following scale normalization.13
Assumption B2. v* 5 1.
Assumption B2 is a normalization as implied by lemma 1. With B2, the
truncated type distribution is identified by the inverse of its quantile function, that is, F * ð⋅Þ 5 v21 ð⋅Þ, on ½v* , v. Using TQ ðQ ðaÞÞ 5vðaÞU0Q ðQ ðaÞÞ,
the marginal base utility U0Q(Q(a)) is expressed in terms of observables
that are the marginal tariff and the quantiles of the quantity distribution
as v(a) can be replaced by (9). It follows that U0Q(Q(⋅)) is identified on
 .
[0, 1]. Since U0Q ðQ Þ 5 U0Q ∘ Q ½G Q * ðQ Þ, U0Q(⋅) is identified on ½Q , Q
It remains to identify the cost parameter k. We use the exclusion condition (7) for this purpose. The next proposition formalizes the identification of [U0(⋅), F * ð⋅Þ, k, g].
Proposition 2. Under assumptions A1 and B1, when there is exclusion, the cost parameters are identified by
 Þ,
g 5 TQ ð Q

!
T ðQ Þ
k5g
2Q :
TQ ðQ Þ

  as
Moreover, under ÐB2, the base utility U0(⋅) is identified on ½Q , Q
Q
U0 ðQ Þ 5 T ðQ Þ 1 Q U0Q ðxÞdx. The truncated consumers’ type distribution F * ð⋅Þ is identified on ½v* , v.
The primitives U0(⋅) and F * ð⋅Þ are not identified on ½0, Q Þ and ½v, v* Þ,
respectively. Intuitively, the purchase and price data do not provide any

13
There are alternative normalizations as long as they involve a value in ½v* , v. On the
other hand, any normalization in ½v, v*  is useless as the type distribution is not identified
on that range. Despite having 1 2 u in the denominator, the integral in (9) exists at a 5 1
as shown in the proof of lemma 2.
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variation to identify these functions on those ranges as the minimum observed quantity is Q . In the case of no exclusion, that is, all agents consume a strictly positive quantity, the fixed cost k is not point identified.
We can, however, provide an upper bound for k using M ðvÞ ≥ 0. Namely,
k < k ; g½½T ðQ Þ=TQ ðQ Þ 2 Q .
C. Model Restrictions
We characterize the restrictions imposed by the model on observables.
These restrictions can be used to test the model’s validity. As in Section II.B, we assume that T(⋅) is known. In Section IV, we discuss restrictions introduced by unobserved product heterogeneity. For every consumer, we observe his payment and consumption (t, Q), where t 5 T ðQ Þ
and Q is endogenously determined. The next lemma provides necessary
and sufficient conditions on the tariff T(⋅) and the consumers’ purchased
quantity distribution GQ*(⋅), to be rationalized by a nonlinear pricing structure [U0(⋅), F(⋅), k, g].
Lemma 2 (Rationalization lemma). A structure [U0(⋅), F(⋅), k, g] satisfying A1, B1, and B2 rationalizes [T(⋅), GQ*(⋅)] if and only if the latter
satisfies the following conditions:
i. GQ*(⋅) is once continuously differentiable with density g Q* ð⋅Þ > 0
  ⊂ R1 .
on a compact support ½Q , Q
ii. T(⋅) is twice continuously differentiable, strictly increasing, and
 .
concave; namely, TQ ð⋅Þ > 0 and TQQ ð⋅Þ < 0 on ½Q , Q
Q
Q
Q
iii. T ð Þ ≥ TQ ð Þ.
Condition i indicates that G Q*(⋅) is less smooth than the type distribution
F(⋅). This follows from (8). We note that a positive density g Q*(⋅) arises not
only from f ð⋅Þ > 0 but also from the optimal concave tariff. As discussed
in our robustness analysis of Section III.C, a vanishing density on some
intervals corresponding to quantities not offered by the firm suggests
that the tariff is a menu of two-part tariffs. Condition iii relates to the fact
that there is no firm shutdown since we observe (t, Q ). When there is exclusion, it follows from k ≥ 0 and proposition 2. Condition ii is the main
restriction of the nonlinear pricing model. It requires that the tariff is
strictly increasing and concave. As the proof shows, condition ii ensures
most of the properties of the model such as Q ð⋅Þ being strictly increasing
in v as well as the model assumptions on the utility, hazard rate, and cost
in A1. This result corroborates the early reduced-form literature displaying empirical evidence of a concave tariff to justify nonlinear pricing.
Lemma 2 shows that the model of incomplete information imposes a
few additional restrictions that are relatively mild.
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III. Estimation and Unobserved Heterogeneity
Our estimation method follows identification and relies on (8) and (9),
which involve the marginal tariff. Section III.A considers estimation with
a known tariff T(⋅). Section III.B addresses identification and estimation
of T(⋅) with unobserved product heterogeneity. Section III.C provides
Monte Carlo evidence and a robustness analysis to two-part tariffs. In contrast to the previous literature on estimation of incomplete information
models (e.g., Guerre et al. 2000), we develop one-step estimators for both
the utility function U0(⋅) and the type density f * ð⋅Þ. Our estimators achieve
the parametric rate, thereby circumventing the large data requirements associated with nonparametric estimators.
A.

A One-Step Nonparametric Procedure

Our new estimator is based on quantiles. Let N denote the number of
consumers purchasing a quantity Q i, i 5 1, 2, … , N . We first consider
the estimation of the marginal cost g based on the identifying relation Þ from proposition 2. We use a maximum estimator for
ship g 5 TQ ðQ

Q , namely, Q max 5 maxi Q i , which converges at a fast rate. As shown in
Section III.C, we can slightly modify this estimator to improve its finite
sample properties. Regarding the fixed cost k, the identifying equation
of proposition 2 involves Q , which we estimate by Qmin 5 mini Qi . This gives


T ðQ min Þ
(10)
2 Q min :
g
^ 5 TQ ðQ max Þ, ^k 5 g
^
TQ ðQ min Þ
Next, in view of (8) and (9), our estimators for v(⋅) and its derivative
va(⋅) are
(ð
"
# )
a
1
g
^
^vðaÞ 5 exp
du ,
12
^ ðu Þ
TQ ½Q
0 1 2 u
(11)
^vðaÞ TQ ½Q
^ ðaÞ 2 g
^
^va ðaÞ 5
,
^ ðaÞ
1 2 a TQ ½Q
^ ð⋅Þ is an estimator of the quantile function from
for a ∈ ½0, 1, where Q
the observed quantities. We discuss estimation of the quantile function
later. The relationships f * ½vðaÞ ; ½ f * ∘ vðaÞ 5 1=va ðaÞ and U0Q ½Q ðaÞ ;
½U0Q ∘ Q ðaÞ 5 TQ ½Q ðaÞ=vðaÞ then provide estimators for the type density and the marginal base utility, at their v(a) and Q(a) quantiles, respectively:


^ ða Þ
TQ Q
1
d
d
*
:
(12)
f ∘ vðaÞ 5
, U0Q ∘ Q ðaÞ 5
^vðaÞ
^va ðaÞ
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v 5 ½v* , ^vð1Þ and Q ∈ ½Q min , Q max 
Hence, estimators at any value v ∈ ½v* , b
are
f^* ðvÞ 5 d
f * ∘ v½^v21 ðvÞ,

d
^ Q * ðQ Þ,
^0Q ðQ Þ 5 U
U
0Q ∘ Q ½G

(13)

^ Q * ð⋅Þ is the empirical diswhere ^v21 ð⋅Þ is the estimated inverse of ^vð⋅Þ and G
21
tribution of {Q i, i 5 1, … , N }. Since v ð⋅Þ 5 F * ð⋅Þ, ^v21 ð⋅Þ estimates the
truncated type distribution F *(⋅).
^ ð⋅Þ of the quantile funcTo implement (13), we need an estimator Q
Q *21
^
ð⋅Þ of the empirical distion Q(⋅). We use the (generalized) inverse G
^ Q * ð⋅Þ. In particular, Q
^ ð⋅Þ is a left-continuous step function on
tribution G
(0, 1] with steps at 1=N < 2=N < ⋯ < ðN 2 1Þ=N with values equal to
the ordered statistics Q 1 ; Qmin < Q 2 < ⋯ < Q N ; Q max . At a 5 0, we
^ ð0Þ 5 Q min . Thus the integral in (11) reduces to the simple exdefine Q
pression


1
g
^
1
2
du
o
TQ ðQ j Þ
j51 ð j21Þ=N 1 2 u


ða
1
g
^
du
12
1
TQ ðQ J Þ
ð J 21Þ=N 1 2 u




J 21
g
^
N 2j 11
log
5 o 12
N 2j
TQ ðQ j Þ
j51




g
^
N 2J 11
log
,
1 12
N ð1 2 aÞ
TQ ðQ J Þ

log ^vðaÞ 5

ð

J 21 j=N

(14)

for ð J 2 1Þ=N ≤ a ≤ J =N , where J 5 1, 2, … , N . We remark that ^vðaÞ
^ ðuÞ >
is continuous and increasing in a ∈ ½0, ðN 2 1Þ=N  since TQ ½Q
^ by concavity of T(⋅).14 Thus, the inverse ^v21 ð⋅Þ can be readily
TQ ½Q max  5 g
computed from (14) for any v ∈ ½1, ^v½ðN 2 1Þ=N .
Up to now, we have considered that the analyst knows the payment
schedule and has data on purchased quantities. When the analyst knows
the payment schedule but has data on payments {ti, i 5 1, … , N }, we can
express our estimators in terms of the latter. Since Q 5 T 21 ðtÞ and
TQ ðQ Þ 5 1=Tt21 ðtÞ, then (10)–(13) become
g
^5

1
,
T ðt max Þ
21
t


^k 5 g
^ t min Tt21 ðt min Þ 2 T 21 ðt min Þ ,

(15)

14
For ðN 2 1Þ=N < a ≤ 1, the last term of (14) vanishes since TQ ðQ N Þ 5 TQ ðQ max Þ 5 g
^.
Thus, ^vðaÞ 5 ^v½ðN 2 1Þ=N , which is finite and constant for a ∈ ½ðN 2 1Þ=N , 1.
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^vðaÞ 5 exp

ða
0


1 
12g
^Tt21 ð^t ðu ÞÞ du,
12u

^


^va ðaÞ 5 vðaÞ 1 2 g
^Tt21 ð^t ðaÞÞ ,
12a
d
f * ∘ vðaÞ 5

1
,
^va ðaÞ


f^* ðvÞ 5 d
f * ∘ v ^v21 ðvÞ ,

d
U
0Q ∘ Q ðaÞ 5

1
,
^vðaÞTt21 ½^t ðaÞ

 t

d
^*
^0Q ðQ Þ 5 U
U
0Q ∘ Q G ðT ðÞÞ ,

(16)

(17)
(18)

^ t* 21 ð⋅Þ is the estimator of the
where t min 5 mini ti , t max 5 maxi ti , ^t ð⋅Þ 5 G
t*
^ t* ð⋅Þ is the empirical
^
quantile function t(⋅) of G (⋅) with t ð0Þ ; t, and G
truncated payment distribution.
Section B of appendix A derives the consistency and asymptotic distributions of the above estimators under the following assumption on the
data-generating process.
Assumption C1. The unobserved types vi, i 5 1, … , N , are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) as F *(⋅).
…ﬃ , N , the observed quantities are also
Since Q i 5 Q ðvi Þ, for i 5 1,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
^0Q ð⋅Þ and f^* ð⋅Þ, which
i.i.d. In particular, we obtain N -consistency of U
arises from (8) and (9). Specifically, (9) shows that v(⋅) can be estimated
at the parametric rate by integrating the quantile process. Thus, its derivative va(⋅) and the density f * ð⋅Þ can also be estimated at the parametric
rate by (8). Achieving the parametric rate is new. It is useful in practice as
it allows for the analysis of medium-size data sets while avoiding the curse
of dimensionality typically associated with nonparametric estimators.
B. Unobserved Heterogeneity
We now consider the case in which the analyst does not know the payment schedule T(⋅) but observes instead the pairs of payments and quantities (ti, qi), i 5 1, … , N . The nonlinear pricing model of Section II implies that the observed payments and quantities lie on the curve t 5 T ðqÞ
as both depend on the consumer type vi. In practice, the observed prices
and quantities may not lie on a curve, thereby calling for an additional
source of randomness ei beyond vi. Several reasons can be invoked to justify this addition. For instance, the analyst may not observe perfectly the
consumption. In addition, the product may be horizontally and/or vertically differentiated in more than a single dimension.
1.

Discussion

We view ei as unobserved product heterogeneity capturing product differentiation. In Section IV, data from a cellular service company include
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only the quantity qi of phone calls measured in minutes besides the payment ti. As a matter of fact, the payment includes additional services such
as roaming, voice mail, ring tones, and so forth that we do not observe.
More generally, data do not always contain information on all the product attributes that make up the payment. We assume that the analyst observes the quantity qi while the nonlinear pricing mechanism is based on
a latent quantity Q i, which is an unknown function of qi and ei, that is,
Q i 5mðqi , ei Þ. Hereafter, Qi is called the contracted quantity and the payment is based on this unobserved contracted quantity. The tariff equation
becomes ti 5 T ðQ i Þ 5 T ½mðqi , ei Þ, where T(⋅) is strictly increasing and
concave. Taking the inverse gives T 21 ðti Þ 5 mðqi , ei Þ. This general model
is not identified.
We assume multiplicative separability of m(⋅, ⋅) in e leading to mðqi ,
ei Þ ; m0 ðqi Þei , where m0(⋅) is unknown while qi and ei are mutually independent. The function m0(⋅) captures the unobserved product attributes
that depend on q. Specifically, each product attribute such as messages,
roaming, voice mail, and ring tones in our application can be decomposed into two parts, one dependent on q and the other independent
of q. The flexible function m0(⋅) collects all the first parts, while e aggregates all the second parts. Thus m0(⋅) and e both incorporate product
differentiation.15 Taking the logarithm gives the transformation model
log T 21 ðti Þ 5 log m 0 ðqi Þ 1 log ei . Under some location and scale normalizations, Horowitz (1996) establishes the nonparametric identification of
T(⋅) with m 0(⋅) parametrically specified. Extending this result, Ekeland
et al. (2004) show the nonparametric identification of T(⋅) and m 0(⋅)
while Chiappori et al. (2015) obtain a similar result under a weaker independence assumption. Because the contracted quantity depends on the
consumer type, that is, Q i 5 Q ðvi Þ 5 m0 ðqi Þei , this allows for dependence
between vi and (qi, ei).
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Regarding estimation, the transformation model leads to a N consistent estimator of T 21(⋅) and hence of T(⋅) as shown by Chiappori
et al. (2015), while the estimator of m 0(⋅) inherits the usual nonparametric rate. There are broadly two estimation methods for T 21(⋅) involving
either integrated kernel estimators following Horowitz (1996) or rank estimators following Chen (2002). Estimation
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ of our model primitives also
involves the marginal tariff TQ(⋅). The N -consistency is then lost since
TQ(⋅) is estimated at a slower rate.16 To maintain the parametric rate for
15
Chiappori, Komunjer, and Kristensen (2015) propose a test of independence of q and
e. We can relax the independence assumption of q and e to allow for some heteroscedasticity as in Khan, Shin, and Tamer (2011) and/or some correlation as in Chiappori et al.
(2015) using some instrumental variables.
16
We also face additional problems in the implementation of Horowitz (1996) and
Chen (2002) estimators. In our case, the normalization e 5 1 leads to estimating the lower
envelope of the scatter plot of the observations (ti, qi). As such, the estimate of the tariff
function would be sensitive to outliers.
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estimating the model primitives, we parameterize the tariff function,
namely, T 21 ð⋅Þ 5 T 21 ð⋅; bÞ for b ∈ Rdim b . This leads to the semiparametric transformation model log T 21 ðti ; bÞ 5 log m 0 ðqi Þ 1 log ei as studied
by Linton, Sperlich, and Van Keilegom (2008).
This specification has
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
three appealing features. First, it delivers N -consistency estimation of
TQ(⋅) and hence of our model primitives. Second, it allows us to assess
the effect of estimating T(⋅) on the asymptotic distributions of the latter.
Third, we can impose monotonicity and convexity on T 21(⋅), while maintaining flexibility on how the observed quantity qi affects the contracted
quantity Q i 5 m0 ðqi Þei .
2.

Estimation

Our model with product unobserved heterogeneity for those who consume is
log T 21 ðt; bÞ 5 log m 0 ðq Þ 1 log e,

(19)

where T 21(⋅; b) is strictly increasing and convex in t and b ∈ Rdim b . The
term e is independent of q with Eðlog eÞ 5 0 and log e distributed as
F e(⋅) on ½log e, log e ⊆ R with density f e ð⋅Þ > 0. Identification of [b, m0(⋅),
F e(⋅)] is ensured by the identification of the nonparametric transformation model under location and scale normalizations. Hereafter, we assume that the observations (ti, qi), i 5 1, … , N , are i.i.d. Thus, (qi, ei), i 5
1, … , N , are also i.i.d., implying Qi 5 m 0 ðqi Þei , i 5 1, … , N , are i.i.d.,
which is consistent
with
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ C1.
^ be a
Let
b
N
-asymptotically normal estimator of b, that is,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D
^ 2 bÞ →
N ∼ N ð0, QÞ. Section IV uses Linton et al.’s (2008) miniN ðb
mum distance estimator based on the independence of q and e. Once
^ we use (15)–(18), which rely
T 21(⋅) is estimated by T^ 21 ð⋅Þ ; T 21 ð; bÞ,
on observed payments {ti; i 5 1, … , N } to minimize estimation errors.
~
~
g
f * ∘ vð⋅Þ, U
Let g
~, ~k, ~vð⋅Þ, ~va ð⋅Þ, g
0Q ∘ Q ð⋅Þ, f * ð⋅Þ, and U0Q ð⋅Þ denote our estimators. We have
g
~5


~k 5 g
~ t min T^t21 ðt min Þ 2 T^ 21 ðt min Þ ,

1
,
T^ ðt max Þ
21
t

~vðaÞ 5 exp

ða
0


1 
12g
~T^t21 ð^t ðu ÞÞ du,
12u

~


~va ðaÞ 5 vðaÞ 1 2 g
~T^t21 ð^t ðaÞÞ ,
12a
g
f * ∘ vðaÞ 5

1
,
~va ðaÞ

g
U
0Q ∘ Q ðaÞ 5

1
,
~vðaÞT^t21 ½^t ðaÞ

(20)

(21)

(22)
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f * ∘ v½~v21 ðvÞ,
f~* ðvÞ 5 g

g
^ t* ^
~0Q ðQ Þ 5 U
U
0Q ∘ Q ½G ðT ð⋅ÞÞ,
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(23)

^ G
^ t * ð⋅Þ is the empirical distribution of payments,
^t21 ð⋅Þ ; Tt21 ð; bÞ,
where T
t *21
^
^
ð⋅Þ is its quantile estimator with ^t ð0Þ ; t. Our estimaand t ð⋅Þ 5 G
^ Letting t 1 ; t min < t 2 < ⋯ <
tors are straightforward to compute given b.
N
t ; t max be the payment ordered statistics, we have


J 21

N 2j 11
21
j
~
^
log vðaÞ 5 o 1 2 g
~Tt ðt Þ log
N 2j
j51




N 2J 11
21
J
^
1 12g
~Tt ðt Þ log
N ð1 2 aÞ
for ð J 2 1Þ=N ≤ a ≤ J =N , where J 5 1, 2, … , N . Moreover, ~vðÞ is contin^t21 ½tðuÞ < T^t21 ½t max  5
uous and increasing in a ∈ ½0, ðN 2 1Þ=N  since T
g
^ by convexity of T 21(⋅). On the other hand, ~vðaÞ 5 ~v½ðN 2 1Þ=N  for
a ∈ ½ðN 2 1Þ=N
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ, 1 (see n. 14). Section C of appendix A derives the consistency and N -asymptotic distributions of the estimators (20)–(23).
C. Monte Carlo and Robustness to Two-Part Tariffs
We conduct a Monte Carlo study to assess the behavior of our estimators
in finite samples as well as the robustness of our methodology to a menu
of two-part tariffs.
1.

A Monte Carlo Study

We use the following design. The utility function is U ðQ ; vÞ 5 vQ 1=2 . The
type distribution is F ðvÞ 5 1 2 ð2 2 vÞ2 with density f ðvÞ 5 4 2 2v and
support [1, 2]. Thus rðvÞ 5 21 1 ð3=2Þv. The cost is CðQ Þ 5 51 0:05Q .
In contrast to A1, the density is not strictly positive everywhere as it vanishes at v 5 2. Using (5), we obtain Q ðvÞ 5 ð15v 2 10Þ2 . From (7), the
cutoff type v* is 4/3, which excludes 56 percent of consumers. Thus,
the range of quantities offered is [100, 400]. We then use (6) and the
*
*
*
boundary condition
pﬃﬃﬃﬃv U0 ðQ ðv ÞÞ 5 T ðQ ðv ÞÞ to solve for the tariff giving
T ðQ Þ 5 ðQ 1 20 Q 1 100Þ=30. Hereafter, we consider three sample
sizes: N 5 250, 1,000, 4,000, where the latter corresponds to our empirical
application.
First, we consider a known tariff T(Q ). We draw randomly N values of v
in [4/3, 2] and compute the corresponding quantities Q 5 Q ðvÞ. We implement our quantile-based estimator of Section III.A to estimate [U0(⋅),
f(⋅)]. We replicate this exercise 1,000 times. The density f ðvÞ 5 4 2 2v
has a right vanishing tail, which may cause a significant downward bias
in the estimation of Q max and then an upward bias in the estimation of
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g and k through (10).17 Table 1 gives the estimated cost parameters. We
remark an upward bias for g
^ of order 1 percent for N 5 250, reducing
to 0.2 percent for N 5 4,000. The bias for estimating k ranges from
1.16 percent to 0.25 percent. Moreover, the confidence intervals do
not contain the true value of (g, k). This calls for a correction of the upper
boundary estimator. We apply the nonparametric support estimator by
Devroye and Wise (1980), which reduces to Q max 1 hQ , where hQ is a bandwidth. We use the rule of thumb formula for hQ in the kernel estimation of
the density of Q. Table 1 also presents the estimates of (g, k) with the upper boundary correction. We observe a smaller bias, which varies from 0
percent to 0.4 percent for g
^ and 0.15 percent to 0.5 percent for ^k. More
importantly, all the confidence intervals now contain the true values of
(g, k). Figure 1 displays f^* ð⋅Þ and U^0Q ð⋅Þ for the three sample sizes with
the upper boundary correction. For N 5 250, the results already present
an excellent fit, while for N 5 4,000, it is almost perfect in terms of precision and bias. This shows the necessity of adding a correction at the upper boundary in the estimation of cost parameters in small sample sizes.
Second, we consider unobserved product heterogeneity and an unknown
tariff. We set m 0(⋅) as the identity function leading to log T 21 ðtÞ 5
log q 1 log e ; log Q .18 The inverse tariff is T 21 ðtÞ 5 100 1 30t 2
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃpﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃ
20 30 t leading to T 21 ðt; bÞ 5 b0 1 b1 t 1 b2 t . Because the transformation model requires normalizations, we set b0 5 100 and b1 5 30.
We then use Linton et al.’s (2008) estimator, which minimizes a criterion
based on the independence of q and ^eðb2 Þ, where the latter comes from the
residual of the nonparametric kernel regression of log T 21 ðt; b2 Þ on q.
Because the distribution of q is very skewed, we apply a Box-Cox transformation to q when running this nonparametric regression. The rest of the
^0Q ð⋅Þ for the
estimation follows Section III.B. Figure 2 displays f^* ð⋅Þ and U
three sample sizes with the upper boundary correction. There is a bias for
N 5 250 that disappears when N 5 1,000. Overall for N 5 1,000 and N 5
4,000, the results present a good fit in terms of precision and bias. Comparing with figure 1, the confidence intervals tend to be wider than when
the tariff is known. This is expected as unobserved product heterogeneity
introduces an additional noise in the estimation. Overall, our Monte Carlo
simulations show the good behavior of our estimators in small samples.
17

We thank a referee for this point.
Random draws require more attention. From Q ðvÞ 5 ð15v 2 10Þ2 , the truncated distribution GQ *(⋅) is

pﬃﬃﬃ
PrðQ ≤ xjQ ≥ 100Þ 5 Pr v ≤ 2=3 1 x =15jv ≥ 4=3 :
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
Using F ðvÞ 5 1 2 ð2 2 vÞ2 gives G Q * ðxÞ 5 2ð x 2 10Þð x 2 30Þ=100 so that the distribulog Q*
y=2
y=2
ðyÞ 5 2ðe 2 10Þðe 2 30Þ=100 on the support [log 100, log 400].
tion of log Q is G
Using sieves, we approximate numerically the quantiles of log q and log e from the
quantiles of log Q subject to the independence of e and q, the range of log e being 0.4,
and E½log e 5 0. We then draw randomly N values of log qi and log ei independently.
18
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TABLE 1
Monte Carlo Cost Parameters: g 5 0.05, k 5 5
Standard
Deviation (103)

Mean

90% Confidence
Interval

b 5 2: No Boundary Correction
N 5 250

.0505
5.0580
.0502
5.0260
.0501
5.0127

N 5 1,000
N 5 4,000

.2560
27.8000
.1200
12.4000
.0640
6.4000

[.0501,
[5.0203,
[.0501,
[5.0088,
[.0500,
[5.0036,

.0510]
5.1067]
.0505]
5.0490]
.0502]
5.0243]

b 5 2: With Boundary Correction
N 5 250

.0500
5.0075
.0499
4.9890
.0498
4.9849

N 5 1,000
N 5 4,000

2.

.2430
26.6000
.1140
11.8000
.0613
6.2000

[.0496,
[4.9705,
[.0497,
[4.9724,
[.0498,
[4.9761,

.0504]
5.0545]
.0501]
5.0109]
.0500]
4.9959]

Robustness to Two-Part Tariffs

An interesting question is whether our methodology is robust when the
firm faces limits on tariff choices and approximates the optimal tariff by
a menu of two-part tariffs. Wong (2012) shows that a menu of two-part
tariffs still leads to a quantity Q(⋅) monotonic in v; that is, there is no
pooling, but some ranges of quantities are no longer offered/chosen,
implying some discontinuities in Q(v). This phenomenon amplifies when
the number of two-part tariffs is small or when the difference in slopes of
two adjacent tariffs is large. Thus not observing some ranges of quantities
suggests that consumers face a menu of two-part tariffs. This contrasts with
lemma 2-i, which requires the density g Q*(⋅) to be strictly positive on the
  when the optimal tariff is offered.
range ½Q , Q
We consider the same setting as before with a menu of M 5 10 or 5 twopart tariffs. With a two-part tariff of the form am 1 bm Q , this corresponds
to 20 and 10 tariff parameters, respectively. These parameters are computed by solving




T ðQ ‘ Þ 2 am 2 bm Q ‘ 2
TQ ðQ ‘ Þ 2 bm 2
1
,
min
o
ða ,b Þ,m51,…,M
T ðQ ‘ Þ
TQ ðQ ‘ Þ
Q ∈I
m

m

‘

m

  with a step size of 0.1 and the I m
where the Q ℓ’s constitute a grid of ½Q , Q
 . To simplify, we consider that there is no unobintervals partition ½Q , Q
^ ðÞ would replace T(⋅) in the
served product heterogeneity; otherwise T
above minimization. Given the approximating menu of two-part tariffs, we
then solve the consumer optimization problem for each draw v1 , … ,vN ,
leading to new quantities Q i, i 5 1, … , N . We then apply our estimation
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method of Section III.A with boundary correction. It should be noted that
the above approximation in two-part tariffs might differ from the menu of
two-part tariffs that maximize the firm’s profit. In practice, however, these
two menus are very close as suggested by table 3 below.
Figures 3 and 4 display the estimated type density and marginal base
utility function for three sample sizes when M 5 10 and 5. Not surprisingly,
as M increases, our estimates improve. The observed “wavelets” are due to
the absence of quantities in some intervals. Overall, when M 5 10, the estimation results for U0Q(⋅) and f * ð⋅Þ offer an excellent fit to the truth.
When M 5 5, U0Q(⋅) remains well estimated while f^* ð⋅Þ would require additional smoothing. To summarize, our method is robust to a menu of
two-part tariffs as long as their number is not too small or the underlying
optimal tariff is not too concave as the gap in quantity values may render
estimation of the model unsteady.
IV. Nonlinear Pricing in Mobile Service
This section analyzes mobile service data. Since we do not have information on all the components that make up the payment, we introduce
product unobserved heterogeneity. Counterfactuals assess the benefits
of nonlinear pricing over alternative pricing strategies.
A.

Data

We have voice data from a major mobile service company in a large Asian
city. This company enjoys a market share of 72 percent in terms of consumers, 83 percent in terms of revenue, and 83 percent in terms of voice
usage. Because of important price discounts on usage, consumers buy cellular phone services from a single company. This makes the monopoly
assumption reasonable. A random sample of 4,000 consumers who are
under the 2009 tariff covers the billing period of May 2009.19 For each
consumer, we observe only the amount paid t and the total number of
minutes consumed q. The first two rows of table 2 provide summary statistics on the number of minutes and the payment expressed in US dollars. Figure 5 displays the scatter plot of observations. A striking feature
is that there are as many pairs (ti, qi) as observations. The data also show
a large variability in prices at a given quantity and conversely. This arises
from additional features that subscribers buy but that we do not observe.
19
The company changes its tariff every year. Consumers can switch to the new tariff
upon request at no extra cost. In addition, consumers pay for what they consume, avoiding
the typical problem associated with ex ante usage uncertainty. See Miravete (2002), Yao
et al. (2012), and Grubb and Osborne (2015) for phone usage data and Ito (2014) for electricity usage data. Yao et al. (2012) find that the average ratio of usage is above 90 percent
of allowance with a significant variability.
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TABLE 2
Summary Statistics
Observations
t
q
Q
^v
^e
Rent
Rent ratio

4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000
4,000

Mean

Standard
Median Minimum Maximum Deviation

34.63
30.37
704.32 620.00
1,650.15 1,087.00
1.82
1.57
1.19
.94
23.37
12.68
.49
.42

13.97
10
195.20
1.00
.13
0
0

99.78
3,498.00
9,171.03
6.20
15.74
213.20
2.17

16.52
427.88
1,561.51
.82
.96
29.31
.38

This includes roaming, ring tones, call forwarding, directory assistance,
voice mail, and so forth. Regressing ti on qi and qi2 gives an R 2 of about
60 percent, confirming an important unobserved product heterogeneity
while the mean tariff is strictly concave in q.20
B. Estimation of the Tariff Function
In (19), we use a flexible spline-based specification for T21(⋅) of the form
T 21 ðt; bÞ 5 b0 1 b1 t 1

K 12

o d w ðt Þ,
k

k

(24)

k51

where b 5 ðb0 , b1 , d1 , … , dK 12 Þ and K is the number of (interior) knots.
The basis functions wk(⋅) borrow from Dole (1999) and Meyer (2012).
We estimate the inverse tariff imposing that it is increasing and convex. This
is achieved with b1 > 0, dk > 0, k 5 1, … , K 1 2. As is well known, identification of the transformation model (19) requires two normalizations.
^1 5 46:11. To estimate d 5 ðd1 , … , d6 Þ, we
^0 5 2448:96 and b
We set b
use Linton et al.’s (2008) minimum distance estimator relying on independence. See Section D of appendix A for details. The estimated coefficients are ^d1 5 3:171, ^d2 5 0:263, ^d3 5 1:502, ^d4 5 0:178, ^d5 5 0:022, and
^d6 5 0:000055. To test H0 : ^d1 5 ⋯ 5 ^d6 5 0, which corresponds to a linear tariff, we use a test statistic based on the sum of square errors (SSE),
namely, ðSSEc 2 SSEÞ=SSE, where the index c refers to the constrained
model under H0. We find a value of 0.7542. The bootstrapped asymptotic
distribution gives a p-value of .08, thereby rejecting the linear tariff at the
10 percent significance level.
The estimated tariff T^ ð⋅Þ as a function of Q 5 m
^ 0 ðqÞ^e is displayed in figure 6. The tariff shows an important curvature as suggested by the above
20
Our data contain neither information on the amount paid specific to q nor observed
consumer characteristics X. If data contain such X variables, we can include them by viewing v as aggregating consumers’ observed and unobserved heterogeneity, i.e., v 5 r ðX , hÞ;
see Luo et al. (2015).
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F IG . 5.—Scatter plot (qi, ti)

data analysis and estimated coefficients. Though not shown, m
^ 0 ð⋅Þ is increasing in q and convex with some irregularities for large values of q. This
agrees with the economic intuition that the latent contracted quantity Q is
increasing in voice usage q. Figure 7 displays a skewed density f^e ð⋅Þ. Most of
its values range in the [0, 2] interval. From table 2, the variability in unobserved product heterogeneity ^e is more important than the variability in
consumption of minutes as measured by their respective coefficients
of variation, 0.81 and 0.61. To test the transformation model, we apply
Chiappori et al.’s (2015) test of independence of q and e. We follow their
procedure and find a test statistic of 183.53 corresponding to a p-value of
.242, thereby failing to reject the null assumption of independence. This
corroborates our interpretation of m 0(⋅), which captures the unobserved
product attributes dependent on q, while the term e aggregates the independent ones. See Section D of appendix A.
Finally, we verify whether the restrictions imposed by the model in
lemma 2 are satisfied. The estimated tariff is strictly concave in the contracted quantity Q, thereby satisfying condition ii. Regarding condition i,
^ This den^ i 5 T 21 ðti ; bÞ.
figure 8 displays the estimated density g^ Q * ð⋅Þ of Q
sity is strictly positive on [Q min, Q max]. From Section III.C, this supports a
nonlinear tariff relative to a menu of two-part tariffs. In addition, condition iii is satisfied as 13:97 > 195:2=46:11 since T ðQ min Þ 5 13:97, Q min 5
195:2, and TQ ðQ min Þ 5 1=Tt21 ðt min Þ 5 1=46:11. Thus, the nonlinear pricing model rationalizes the data.
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F IG . 8.—Density of contracted quantity g^ Q *ð⋅Þ

C. Empirical Results
Using the upper boundary correction, we obtain Q max 5 9,486:12, leading to g
^ 5 0:0063. For the median consumer, this gives a variable cost of
0:0063  1,087 5 6:85 compared to a payment of 30.37. The estimated
fixed cost is ^k 5 2:83, representing 9.3 percent of the bill for the median
consumer. Using its asymptotic distribution, the 95 percent confidence
interval for g
^ is [0.00623, 0.00637], supporting the significance of g
^. Implementing the quantile estimator of Section III.C, figure 9 displays ^vð⋅Þ,
which is strictly increasing, while figure 10 shows that U^0Q ð⋅Þ satisfies A1-i.
Figure 11 displays f^* ð⋅Þ. Because of the truncation at v* 5 1, we cannot
identify the type density below v*. Fitting a beta distribution Bða, bÞ on
estimated rescaled consumer types xi 5 ð^vi 2 1Þ=ðvmax 2 1Þ by maximum
likelihood gives the estimates a^ 5 0:676 and ^b 5 3:298. Figure 12 shows
that f^* ð⋅Þ verifies A1-ii as v 2 ½1 2 F^ ðvÞ=f^ðvÞ is strictly increasing. Finally,
table 2 provides summary statistics on the estimated types and the informational rents left to consumers. Using (1), the individual informa^0 ð⋅Þ 5 T^ ðQ min Þ 1
^0 ðQ^ i Þ 2 T^ ðQ^ i Þ, where U
rent is estimated by ^vi U
Ðtional

^
^
^
ðqÞdq
and
v
5
vð^
a
Þ,
with
a
^
corresponding
to
the
quantile of the
U
0Q
i
i
i
Q
payment ti. The consumer’s rent ratio (rent divided by payment) is, on
average, 49 percent with an important variability arising from consumer
min
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heterogeneity. Because of skewness, we report its median, which is 42 percent.
D. Counterfactuals
We simulate the outcomes of three alternative pricing strategies that
could be imposed by a regulatory agency. These counterfactuals assess
the loss/gain associated with pricing strategies that are used by cellular
service providers throughout the world. For each pricing strategy, the company can choose four price parameters that maximize its profit. We then
measure the profit loss as well as the potential gain/loss for consumers.
Since we cannot identify the type distribution and the utility function on
their full supports, a natural question is how this influences our counterfactual results. Wong (2012) shows that it is generally more profitable for
the firm to exclude more consumers when implementing alternative pricing strategies. This result relates to the dominance of nonlinear pricing
in terms of a firm’s profit for a large class of type densities. Thus, the
nonidentification of f(v) for values below the type cutoff v* does not constitute an obstacle to perform counterfactuals. In fact, we show that the
alternative pricing strategies exclude more consumers. Because some consumers may consume less than Q min, we approximate the marginal base
utility function for values below Q min by a linear function continuous at
Q min with U0 ð0Þ 5 0.
Our counterfactuals are summarized in table 3, which provides the
consumer surplus (informational rent), the firm’s profit, the total welfare (as the sum of the two), the total contracted quantity, and the total
payment. The nonlinear pricing column reports the actual values while
the other columns correspond to the three alternative pricing strategies
as proportions of the nonlinear pricing values. Table 4 assesses the winners and losers upon dividing the sample into four equal subsamples
from the lowest to the highest consumer types.
A first counterfactual consists in a menu of two-part tariffs t 5 cj 1 pj Q ,
j 5 1, 2, where cj and pj are the fixed fee and the marginal price. The values maximizing the firm’s profit are c1 5 12:21, p1 5 0:0168, c 2 5 34:65,
TABLE 3
Comparisons with Alternative Pricing Strategies
Indicators
Consumer surplus
Profit
Welfare
Total Q
Total payment
Consumers

Nonlinear Pricing Two-Part Tariffs Minimal Quantities Plans
93,494
85,608
179,100
6,600,600
138,540
4,000

1.0043
.9933
.9991
.9995
.9927
.9630

.9437
.9616
.9522
.9909
.9600
.8345

.9335
.9610
.9467
.9828
.9563
.8228
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TABLE 4
Winners and Losers

Group and Variable
Low types:
Consumer surplus
Total payment
Total Q
Medium low types:
Consumer surplus
Total payment
Total Q
Medium high types:
Consumer surplus
Total payment
Total Q
High types:
Consumer surplus
Total payment
Total Q

Nonlinear Pricing Two-Part Tariffs Minimal Quantities Plans
1,768
18,686
418,360

.9474
1.0354
1.2704

.2185
.5666
.8915

.1661
.4981
.7923

7,896
25,968
807,440

1.0288
.9885
.9906

.8582
1.2064
1.3666

.8287
1.2318
1.4108

20,376
35,746
1,524,900

1.0005
1.0193
1.0759

.9385
.8780
.7263

.9334
.8949
.7470

63,454
58,139
3,849,800

1.0040
.9645
.9416

.9762
1.0269
1.0277

.9680
1.0182
1.0072

and p 2 5 0:0093. The results confirm that a simple two-part tariff does almost as well as nonlinear pricing as the firm’s profit is smaller by less than
1 percent despite excluding about 4 percent of our sample of 4,000 consumers. Thus, the low-type group is the most hurt because of consumers’
exclusion, though those who buy tend to consume more. Overall, this
policy benefits the two medium groups as the marginal price tends to
be lower than under nonlinear pricing. The high-type group is indifferent,
though the members consume less because they do not benefit as much
from price discounts. To summarize, simple two-part tariffs can perform
efficiently at the social cost of excluding more consumers. The latter effect can be reduced by increasing the number of two-part tariffs.
A second counterfactual consists in a menu of linear tariffs with minimum purchase t 5 p j Q for m j ≤ Q < m j11 , j 5 1, 2, m3 5 ∞, where m j and
pj are the minimum quantity and the marginal price. The values maximizing the firm’s profit are m 1 5 1,107, p1 5 0:0283, m 2 5 3,992, and
p 2 5 0:0150. This pricing strategy excludes 17 percent of consumers as
the minimum payment becomes 31.33 while the minimum purchased
quantity increases by more than 500 percent from 195 as observed in
the data to 1,107. This pricing strategy greatly hurts the low-type group
as their surplus is only 22 percent of what it is under nonlinear pricing.
All the other groups are hurt as well, though not as much, with the hightype group losing the least. Overall, all the indicators of interest decrease
by 4–6 percent, hurting the consumers the most.
A third counterfactual consists in a menu of quantity forcing or plans
with a fixed maximum number of minutes, that is, t 5 Tj with Q j for j 5 1,
2, where Tj and Q j are the monthly fee and allowance in minutes. The values maximizing the firm’s profit are T1 5 31:99, Q 1 5 1,139, T2 5 62:25,
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and Q 2 5 4,191. This pricing strategy is commonly used in several countries, though the degree of customization remains important in the United
States and Canada. This excludes 18 percent of consumers and hurts the
low-type group because the increase in payment is important. The other
groups lose at different levels because they either pay more or consume
less than under nonlinear pricing. The loss in consumer surplus for the
high-type group is only 3 percent as they would be willing to consume
more. Overall, this pricing does not provide as much profit and consumer
surplus, which decrease by 4 percent and 7 percent, respectively. These adverse effects can be reduced by offering a third plan targeted to low-type
consumers with a low payment or by offering prepaid plans.
To summarize, despite a coarse menu in the three alternative pricing
strategies, the reduction in consumer surplus and firm profit is quite
small overall (less than 10 percent). On the other hand, consumer exclusion is much higher and the low-type consumers are hurt the most. Of
course, these findings are contingent on the estimated structure, which
shows an important heterogeneity and skewness in consumer types.
V. Conclusion and Extensions
This paper studies the identification and estimation of the canonical
nonlinear pricing model. Identification is achieved by exploiting the
first-order conditions of the firm and the consumer and the one-to-one
mapping between the unknown consumer’s type and his observed consumption. We propose a new quantile-based nonparametric estimator
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
for the consumer’s utility function and type density that achieves N consistency, a rate that is new for such model primitives in incomplete information models. In addition, we introduce unobserved product heterogeneity with an unknown tariff. We study the robustness of our estimator
to two-part tariffs. Our empirical analysis of cellular service data supports
the nonlinear pricing model and counterfactuals assess the performance
of alternative pricing strategies.
Our paper proposes a general methodology for second- and also thirddegree price discrimination as observed characteristics can be introduced
in the tariff. It represents a step toward the identification and estimation
of advanced models of nonlinear pricing as we discuss next. Indeed, they
lead to equations similar to (5) and (6). Identification, estimation, and
unobserved product heterogeneity need to be adapted accordingly.
A.

Network Effects

In some applications, such as in advertising,
there is a network effect
Ð v
among agents. Specifically, let Qh 5 v qðvÞdF ðvjhÞ be the total quantity
for agents in group h. The agent’s payoff becomes U ðq, v, Q h Þ 2 T ðqÞ.
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Following Sundarajan (2004), agents’ consumptions depend on the interactions between q and Q h in their utility U(q, v, Q h). Using this model,
Chen and Luo (2012) study network effects within seven phone books
covering Toronto (Canada), where Q h is the total amount of advertising
in phone book h. There is a tariff Th(⋅) for each phone book in their application. With the functional form U ðq, v, Q h Þ 5 v½U0 ðqÞ 1 W ðq, Q h Þ,
data from the smallest phone book identify U0(q) and f ðvjhÞ for this
phone book under the normalization W ðq, Q Þ 5 0 by the argument of
Section II. Data from other phone books identify W(⋅, Q h) and f ðvjhÞ
for these phone books. Our estimation procedure applies, and their empirical results show some positive network effects. In the case of network
effects within headings in the same phone book, the model is more complex because of a single tariff. This extension is under investigation.
B. Multiproduct Firm or Continuous Product Attributes
A firm can be multiproduct or a differentiated product can be viewed as a
bundle of multiple continuous attributes. Luo et al. (2017) extend the
current methodology to analyze nonlinear pricing with two goods, namely,
voice and short message services in the cellular service industry. Every
consumer has two types, one for each good. In an incomplete information setting, the major difficulty with multiple types is the multidimensional screening problem leading to pooling at equilibrium. Armstrong
(1996) solves the problem with an optimal cost-based tariff T(c), where
c is the cost for producing the product attributes. The basic idea is to exploit an aggregate type h ; hð⋅; … ; ⋅Þ. Under some assumptions, the
model provides two FOCs similar to (5) and (6) involving the marginal
cost-based indirect utility V0c(c) and the aggregate type distribution F(⋅).
The model then defines two one-to-one mappings, one between h and
c and the other between c and the payment t, where c is unobserved.
We introduce unobserved product heterogeneity as a multiplicator on
the variable cost leading to a transformation model. We show that the variable cost function and the fixed cost are identified. Once the cost is identified, our identification argument applies to identify the indirect costbased utility V0(⋅) and the aggregate type density f(⋅). An estimator in
the spirit of Section III.C is used.
C. Bundling, Discrete Attributes, and
Differentiated Products
Luo (2015) develops a model combining bundling and nonlinear pricing
in telecommunications in which phone service is measured continuously
and internet is offered through J options. The model endogenizes bundling decisions based on utility complementarities, cost efficiency, and
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correlation of types within individuals. Luo solves the multidimensional
screening problem by partitioning the types space in the spirit of Rochet
and Stole (2003). The consumer’s utility is the sum of an intrinsic utility
for phone vU0(Q ) and a complementarity utility for phone and internet
Vj(Q ), where j indexes the internet options, Q the voice quantity, and v
the voice type distributed as Fj(⋅). Under a parametric specification of the
cost function, the model gives two FOCs similar to (5) and (6) for each internet level j. Using separately data from phone-only users, bundle users,
and internet-only users, the author exploits these FOCs to identify the
model primitives. The model can be estimated using the estimator of Section III.B.
Luo et al. (2015) extend this framework to differentiated products with
several discrete and continuous attributes. Their model combines features of Armstrong (1996) and Luo (2015) with endogenization of product attributes. It leads to FOCs similar to (5) and (6) for each discrete
attribute. In addition, the paper investigates how data from multiple markets and variations in exogenous variables can identify further the utility
function and in particular the aggregate type function. This paper points
to a general framework for the analysis of nonlinear pricing data with differentiated products.
D. Competition
A last extension concerns competition among firms, which is a challenging problem in nonlinear pricing, because of multidimensional screening as consumers are characterized by a vector of types whose dimension
is the number of products/firms. A recent theoretical literature addresses
nonlinear pricing and oligopoly with different results depending on modeling assumptions (see, e.g., Armstrong and Vickers 2001; Rochet and
Stole 2003; Bonatti 2011). Considering the latter paper, which relates to
the pure characteristics demand model in Berry and Pakes (2007), the
consumer’s payoff is vj Q j 2 Tj ðQ j Þ, where j 5 1, … , J indexes firms and
v 5 ðv1 , … , vJ Þ ∼ F ð⋅; … ; ⋅Þ characterizes the consumer’s tastes for products (Q 1 , … , Q J ). The firm’s maximization problem is similar to (4), where
the integration domain is now the set Vj ⊂ RJ of v-consumers choosing
the product j. Using Martimort and Stole (2002), the firm’s problem reduces to a direct mechanism [Tj(vj), Q j(vj)]. The IC and IR constraints
are similar to (2) and (3). Bonatti (2011) derives the FOCs with either independent or correlated types and obtains an FOC similar to (5), where
the distortion takes a complex form. The v-consumer receives some rent,
which determines all the consumers’ rents, including those consuming
the other products and hence the firms’ market shares. Using an argument as in Section II.B, the joint distribution F(v) is identified from
the IC constraint while the equivalent of (5) leads to a second-order dif-
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ferential equation in the cost C(⋅). Estimation of the model is under investigation.
Despite all the difficulties associated with multidimensional screening
in these extensions, the basic ideas of our methodology remain with
some appropriate adjustments. Finally, the nonlinear pricing model contains the key ingredients to analyze contract data under incomplete information such as in labor, retailing, and regulation of pollution or utilities. Thus, our methodology opens several avenues for future empirical
research.
Appendix
A. Proofs of Section II
Let S be the set of structures [U0(⋅), F(⋅), C(⋅)] satisfying A1.
Lemma 1. Consider a structure S 5 ½U0 ð⋅Þ, F ð⋅Þ, Cð⋅Þ ∈ S. Define another
~0 ð⋅Þ, F~ ð⋅Þ, Cð⋅Þ, where U
~0 ð⋅Þ 5 ð1=aÞU0 ð⋅Þ and F~ ð⋅Þ 5 F ð⋅= aÞ for
structure S~ 5 ½U
some a > 0. Thus, ~S ∈ S and the two structures S and S~ lead to the same set
of observables [T(⋅), GQ*(⋅)]; that is, the two structures are observationally equivalent.
Proof of Lemma 1
v 5 ½av, av. Let T~ ð⋅Þ ; T ð⋅Þ,
Let ~v 5 av, which is distributed as F~ ð⋅Þ on ½ev, e
~ ð⋅Þ, and ~v* satisfy the nec~ ð⋅Þ ; Q ð⋅= aÞ, and ~v* 5 av* . First we show that T~ ð⋅Þ, Q
Q
essary conditions (5), (6), and (7). We then show that G Q~ * ð⋅Þ 5 G Q * ð⋅Þ, where
~ . Hence, the observables [T~ ð⋅Þ, G Q~ * ð⋅Þ]
G Q~ * ð⋅Þ is the truncated distribution of Q
~
generated by the structure S are the same observables [T(⋅), GQ*(⋅)] generated
by the structure S. Finally, we show S~ ∈ S.
v, we rewrite this equation using
~ ð~vÞÞ 5 ~vU
~ ð~vÞÞ for all ~v ∈ ð~v* , e
~0Q ðQ
To show T~Q ðQ
~
~
~
the definition of T ð⋅Þ, U0 ð⋅Þ, and Q ð⋅Þ. This gives TQ ðQ ð~v=aÞÞ 5ð~v=aÞU0Q ðQ ð~v=aÞÞ
v, which is true because of (6) with v 5 ~v=a ∈ ½v* , v. To show
for all ~v ∈ ð~v* , e
~vU
~ ð~vÞÞ 5 CQ ðQ
~ ð~vÞÞ 1 f½1 2 F~ ð~vÞ=~f ð~vÞgU
~ ð~vÞÞ
~0Q ðQ
~0Q ðQ
v, we rewrite this equation using the definition of U
~ ð⋅Þ, and
~0 ð⋅Þ, Q
for all ~v ∈ ð~v* , e
F~ ð⋅Þ:
~v
1 2 F ð~v=aÞ
U0Q ðQ ð~v=aÞÞ
U0Q ðQ ð~v=aÞÞ 5 CQ ðQ ð~v=aÞÞ 1
a
f ð~v=aÞ
v. The above equation holds for all v 5 ~v=a ∈ ðv* , v in view of
for all ~v ∈ ð~v* , e
(5). Regarding (7), we follow the same steps and obtain the equivalent of (7)
with ~v* =a for the argument of Q(⋅). This equation holds for ~v* =a 5 v* in view
of (7).
Next, we show that the observables coincide. Since T~ ð⋅Þ 5 T ð⋅Þ, it suffices to
show G Q~ * ð⋅Þ 5 G Q * ð⋅Þ. Namely,
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~
~ ð~vÞ ≤ yjQ
~ ð~vÞ > Q
~ ð~v* Þ
G Q * ðyÞ 5 Pr½Q

~ 21 ðQ ð~v* =aÞÞ
~ 21 ðyÞj~v > Q
5 Pr½~v ≤ Q
5 Pr½av ≤ aQ 21 ðyÞjav > aQ 21 ðQ ðv* ÞÞ
5 Pr½v ≤ Q 21 ðyÞjv > Q 21 ðQ ðv* ÞÞ
5 Pr½Q ðvÞ ≤ yjQ ðvÞ > Q ðv* Þ 5 G Q * ðy Þ,
~ ð⋅Þ and Q(⋅).
using the monotonicity of Q
Finally, we verify that the structure S~ belongs to S. Assumption A1-i, iii is trivially satisfied. Regarding A1-ii, we have
"
#



~
~
~ ~
~
~v 2 1 2F v 5 ~v 2 1 2 F v=a 5 a v 2 1 2F v=a ,
a
f~ ~v
ð1=aÞf ~v=a
f ~v=a
which is strictly increasing in ~v=a and hence in ~v. QED
Proof of Proposition 2
In view of the discussion in the text, it suffices to establish the identification of k.
From (7), we obtain
1 2 F ðv* Þ
k 5 v* U0 ðQ ðv* ÞÞ 2 gQ ðv* Þ 2
U0 ðQ ðv* ÞÞ
f ðv* Þ


1 2 F ðv* Þ
5 U0 ðQ Þ v* 2
2 gQ
f ðv* Þ
!
U0 ðQ Þ
T ðQ Þ
2 gQ 5 g
2Q ,
5g
U0Q ðQ Þ
TQ ðQ Þ
where the third equality is obtained from (5) evaluated at v* and the fourth
equality exploits the boundary condition v* U0 ðQ Þ 5 T ðQ Þ and (6) evaluated
at v* 5 1 by B2. QED
Proof of Lemma 2
To prove necessity, we note that condition ii holds and Q v ð⋅Þ > 0 on ½v* , v from
proposition 1. From the latter and G Q * ðQ ðvÞÞ 5 ½F ðvÞ 2 F ðv* Þ=½1 2 F ðv* Þ for
v ∈ ½v* , v, we have g Q * ðQ ðvÞÞQ v ðvÞ 5 f ðvÞ=½1 2 F ðv* Þ. Thus GQ *(⋅) satisfies con 5 Q ðvÞ < ∞ bedition i as Q(v) is once differentiable from (5). In addition, Q
cause v < ∞. In the case of exclusion, condition iii follows proposition 2 since
the fixed cost k is nonnegative while g is strictly positive from A1-iii. A similar argument applies to the case of no exclusion since the upper bound for k must be
nonnegative.
To prove sufficiency, we first construct a structure [U0(⋅), F *(⋅), k, g] from [T(⋅),
GQ *(⋅)] satisfying conditions i–iii. We next show that this structure satisfies A1.
The first part follows the identification argument of proposition 1. Namely, letting
 Þ > 0 by proposition 2 and condition ii, we use (9) and B2 to construct
g 5 TQ ð Q
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the quantile v(a) for every a ∈ ½0, 1 of the truncated type distribution F * ð⋅Þ. In
particular, v 5 vð1Þ < ∞ as (9) is well defined at a 5 1. This is so because
 Þ=ð1 2 aÞ
lim½TQ ðQ ðaÞÞ 2 gÞ=ð1 2 aÞ 5 lim½TQ ðQ ðaÞÞ 2 TQ ðQ
a↑1

a↑1

 ÞQ a ð1Þ < ∞,
5 2TQQ ðQ
 Þ < ∞. This defines F *(⋅) on ½v* , v. Thus using the FOC
where Qa ð1Þ 5 1=g Q * ðQ
 . Using the boundary condition
TQ ðQ ðaÞÞ 5 vðaÞU0Q ðQ ðaÞÞ gives U0Q(⋅) on ½Q , Q
U0 ðQ Þ 5 T ðQ Þ, we obtain the utility U0(⋅) by integration. Finally, if there is ex Þf½T ðQ Þ=
clusion, following proposition 2 we define the fixed cost k as TQ ðQ
TQ ðQ Þ 2 Q g ≥ 0 by condition iii. If there is no exclusion, we can choose any nonnegative k bounded above by the latter value. Note that this structure satisfies the
FOCs (5) and (6).
We now check that this structure [U0(⋅), F *(⋅), k, g] satisfies A1. From (9), we
have vðaÞ > 0 for a ∈ ½0, 1 because T(⋅) is strictly concave. Moreover, from (8),
va(⋅) is strictly positive and continuously differentiable on [0, 1] because TQ(⋅)
is strictly positive, decreasing, and continuously differentiable by condition ii
and Q(⋅) is strictly increasing and continuously differentiable by condition i.
 ÞQ a ð1Þ=TQ ðQ
 Þ, which is finite and strictly positive.
In particular, va ð1Þ 5 2vTQ Q ðQ
Hence, F *(⋅) is twice continuously differentiable with compact support ½v* , v ⊂
R11 and density f * ðvðaÞÞ 5 1=va ðaÞ, which is strictly positive on [0, 1]. In particular, f * ðvÞ is finite and strictly positive. Thus, F *(⋅) satisfies A1-ii except for the
condition on the hazard rate verified later.
Turning to the utility, we have U0Q ðQ ðaÞÞ 5 TQ ðQ ðaÞÞ=vðaÞ showing that
U0Q ð⋅Þ > 0 on ½v* , v. Because of the boundary condition U0 ðQ Þ 5 T ðQ Þ ≥ 0, it
 . In addition, U0Q(⋅) is once continufollows that U0(⋅) is nonnegative on ½Q , Q
ously differentiable as TQ(⋅), Q(⋅), and v(⋅) are continuously differentiable. Taking the derivative with respect to a gives
TQ Q ðQ ðaÞÞQ a ðaÞ 2 va ðaÞU0Q ðQ ðaÞÞ 5 vðaÞU0Q Q ðQ ðaÞÞQ a ðaÞ,
showing that U0Q Q ð⋅Þ < 0 using TQ Q ð⋅Þ < 0, Q a ð⋅Þ > 0, va ð⋅Þ > 0, U0Q ð⋅Þ > 0, and
vð⋅Þ > 0. Thus, U0(⋅) satisfies A1-i.
It remains to show that rðvÞ ; v 2 f½1 2 F * ðvÞ=f * ðvÞg is strictly positive and
 Þ > 0 showing rðvÞ > 0 on
increasing. From (5), we have rðvÞU0Q ðQ ðvÞÞ 5 TQ ðQ

*
½v , v since U0Q ð⋅Þ > 0 as shown above. Using this equation in quantiles and taking its derivative with respect to a gives
rv ðvðaÞÞva ðaÞU0Q ðQ ðaÞÞ 1 rðvðaÞÞU0QQ ðQ ðaÞÞQ a ðaÞ 5 0 ,
showing rv ð⋅Þ > 0 on ½v* , v since va ð⋅Þ > 0, U0Q ð⋅Þ > 0, rð⋅Þ > 0, U0Q Q ð⋅Þ < 0, and
Q a ð⋅Þ > 0. Condition iii is trivially satisfied by a linear cost function with g 5
 Þ > 0. QED
TQ ðQ
B. Asymptotic Properties of Estimators in Section III.A
The next lemma establishes the strong consistency
of ^k and g
^ with rates of conpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
vergence faster than the parametric rate N . It also provides their asymptotic
distributions. These results follow from Galambos (1978) and the standard delta
method. Let EðlÞ denote the exponential distribution with parameter l.
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Lemma 3. Under A1, B1, and C1, as N → ∞, we have
i. g
^ 5 g 1 Oa:s: ½ðlog log N Þ=N  and ^k 5 k 1 Oa:s: ½ðlog log N Þ=N ;
D
D
 Þ=TQQ ðQ
 Þ > 0 and N ð^k 2 kÞ→
ii. N ð^
g 2 gÞ→
EðlÞ, where l 5 2g Q * ðQ
Eðl1 Þ 1
Eðl2 Þ, where Eðl1 Þ and Eðl2 Þ are mutually independent with
l1 5 2

g Q * ðQ ÞTQ2 ðQ Þ
 ÞT ðQ ÞTQQ ðQ Þ > 0,
TQ ðQ

l2 5 2

 ÞTQ ðQ Þ
g Q * ðQ
 Þ½T ðQ Þ 2 Q TQ ðQ Þ > 0:
TQQ ðQ

 Þ.
We remark that l1 and l2 involve densities at boundaries with g Q * ðQ Þ and g Q * ðQ
Q* 
Because of boundary effects, we follow Campo et al. (2011) and estimate g ðQ Þ
and g Q * ðQ Þ by one-sided kernel density estimators g^Q * ð⋅Þ evaluated at Q max and
 by their estimates Q min and Q max, we can
Q min, respectively. Replacing Q and Q
use the asymptotic distributions in ii to construct confidence intervals for the
marginal cost g and the fixed cost k.
^0Q ð⋅Þ. We proceed in
We now derive the asymptotic properties of f^* ð⋅Þ and U
two steps. In a first step, we study the properties of the quantile estimator ^vð⋅Þ
and its derivative ^va ðÞ. This is done in lemma 4 in appendix B. Following the empirical process literature (see, e.g., Andrews 1994), we view ^vð⋅Þ and ^va ð⋅Þ as random elements in the space ℓ ∞[0, ay] of bounded functions on [0, ay] for any
ay ∈ ð0, 1Þ.21 We equip the space ℓ ∞[0, ay] with its uniform metric k w1 2 w2 ky 5
supa∈½0,a  jw1 ðaÞ 2 w2 ðaÞj. Weak convergence on ℓ ∞[0, ay] is denoted by “⇒.”22 We
then provide the uniform consistency and asymptotic distributions of the estimators (12) of f *(⋅) and U0Q(⋅) evaluated at their quantiles v(⋅) and Q(⋅), respectively.
See (B.1) and (B.2) in appendix B. In the second step, we study the estimators f^* ð⋅Þ
^0Q ð⋅Þ in (13) as compositions of estimated functions. The next proposition
and U
gives their asymptotic properties on the subsets [v*, vy] and ½Q , Q y , respectively,
 Þ. For instance, vy 5 vðay Þ and Q y 5 Q ðay Þ with
where vy ∈ ðv* , vÞ and Q y ∈ ðQ , Q
0 < ay < 1. Let ℓ ∞[v*, vy] and ℓ ∞ ½Q , Q y  denote the space of bounded functions on
[v*, vy] and ½Q , Q y  equipped with their uniform metric k⋅ky, respectively.
 Þ,
Proposition 3. Under A1, B1, B2, and C1, for any ðvy , Q y Þ ∈ ðv* , vÞðQ , Q
as N → ∞, we have
y

a:s:
a:s:
^0Q ð⋅Þ 2U0Q ð⋅Þ ky →
i. k f^* ð⋅Þ 2f * ð⋅Þ ky → 0 and k U
0;
∞
∞
*
ii. as random functions in ℓ [v , vy] and ℓ ½Q , Q y ,

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ



Hv ðvÞ
BF * ðvÞ
N f^* ðvÞ 2 f * ðvÞ ⇒ 2g f * ðvÞ 1 vfv* ðvÞ Z ½F * ðvÞ 1
H ðvÞ
"
#
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

B
T
* ðQ Þ
Q ðQ Þ 2 g
Q
G
^0Q ðQ Þ 2 U0Q ðQ Þ ⇒ 2U0Q ðQ Þ gZ ½G * ðQ Þ 1
,
N U
TQ ðQ Þ 1 2 G Q * ðQ Þ
Q

21
^ ðaÞÞ 2 g
The ratio ½TQ ðQ
^=ð1 2 aÞ is zero for a ∈ ½ðN 2 1Þ=N , 1Þ. In contrast, (8) and
proposition 2 show that, as a → 1, ½TQ ðQ ðaÞÞ 2 g=ð1 2 aÞ converges to g=½vf * ðvÞ, which is
finite and positive. Thus we could improve our estimator around the upper boundary by
^ ð⋅Þ. To keep it simple, we choose instead to derive the asympimposing this restriction on Q
totic properties on [0, ay), where ay ∈ ð0, 1Þ.
22
Measurability issues are ignored hereafter. As usual, this can be addressed by considering outer probabilities as in van der Vaart (1998).
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where H ðvÞ 5 ½1 2 F * ðvÞ=½vf * ðvÞ, BF * ðvÞ 5 BG * ½Q ðvÞ, and Zð⋅Þ is a tight Gaussian process defined on [0, ay] by
ð Q ðÞ
TQQ ðq Þ BG * ðq Þ
Zð⋅Þ 5 2
dq,
(A1)
TQ2 ðq Þ 1 2 G Q * ðq Þ
Q
Q

Q

 .23
with BG * ð⋅Þ denoting the GQ *-Brownian bridge on ½Q , Q
The first part establishes the uniform almost sure convergence of f^* ð⋅Þ and
 Þ, respectively. The second
^0Q ð⋅Þ on subsets ½v* , vy  ⊂ ½v* , vÞ and ½Q , Q y  ⊂ ½Q , Q
U
part gives the asymptotic distributions of these estimators.
It is worth noting that
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
their rates of convergence are the parametric rate N .24 This contrasts with the
previous literature on estimation of incomplete information models such as auctions (see, e.g., Guerre et al. 2000).25
We remark that Z½G Q* ðQ Þ is given by the right-hand side of (A1) with Q(⋅) replaced by Q since Q ½G Q* ðQ Þ 5 Q , while Z½F * ðvÞ is given by
ð
1 v
BF * ðx Þ
Z½F * ðvÞ 5 2
Hv ðx Þ
dx:
(A2)
g v*
1 2 F * ðx Þ
Q

The proof of the latter is given in appendix B. Using proposition
3-ii, we can
Ð
^0 ðQ Þ 5 T ðQ min Þ 1 QQ U
^0Q ðqÞdq. Because
derive the asymptotic distribution of U
Q min is N-consistent, we obtain
ðQ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
^0 ðQ Þ 2 U0 ðQ Þ ⇒ 2 U0Q ðq Þ gZ½G Q* ðq Þ 1 TQ ðq Þ 2 g BG ðq Þ
dq
N ½U
TQ ðq Þ 1 2 G Q* ðq Þ
Q
min

Q*

uniformly in Q ∈ ½Q , Q y .
In practice, we use such asymptotic distributions to conduct large-sample hypothesis tests and construct pointwise or uniform confidence intervals provided
that the asymptotic variances can be estimated consistently. Since we are mainly
interested in the primitives f *(⋅) and U0Q(⋅), using proposition 3-ii, we have
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D
N ½ f^* ðvÞ 2 f * ðvÞ → N ð0, Vf * ðvÞÞ,
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D
^0Q ðQ Þ 2 U0Q ðQ Þ →
N ½U
N ð0, VU ðQ ÞÞ
0Q

for each v ∈ ½v* , vy  and Q ∈ ½Q , Q y , respectively. Appendix B provides detailed
computations of the variances Vf*(v) and VU ðQ Þ. It also discusses their consistent
estimation.
0Q

23
Q*
  is the limit of the empirical process ð1=
bridge on ½Q , Q
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ The G -Brownian
 ; see (say) van der Vaart (1998, 266). It is a
N Þoi f1ðQ i ≤ ⋅Þ 2G Q* ð⋅Þg indexed by ½Q , Q
tight Gaussian process with mean 0 and covariance G Q* ðQ Þ½1 2 G Q* ðQ 0 Þ, where Q ≤ Q ≤
.
Q0 ≤ Q
24
As for lemma 4 in app. B, at the lower boundary, f^* ðv* Þ and U^0Q ðQ Þ converge at a
faster rate, namely, at rate N, to their limits f *(v*) and U0Q ðQ Þ 5 TQ ðQ Þ, respectively.
25
Marmer and Shneyerov (2012) propose a quantile-based estimator using vðaÞ 5
bðaÞ 1 ½aba ðaÞ=ðI 2 1Þ, where v(a) and b(a) are the quantiles of the unobserved private
distribution and the observed bid distribution, respectively, while I denotes the number of
bidders. Because the derivative
ba(a) cannot be estimated at the parametric rate, their espﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
timator cannot achieve N -consistency.
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Finally, regarding the estimators (15)–(18) based on payments, lemmas 3 and
4 as well as proposition 3 still hold, while the asymptotic variances can be written
directly in terms of G t *(⋅). For instance, because t 5 T ðQ Þ, the Gaussian process
ZðÞ on [0, ay] can be written as
ð t ðÞ
BG ðt Þ
Zð⋅Þ 5
Ttt21 ðt Þ
dt
(A3)
1 2 G t* ðt Þ
t
t*

from the change-of-variable t 5 T ðqÞ in (A1) so that TQ ðqÞ 5 1=Tt21 ðtÞ, TQQ ðqÞ 5
2 Ttt21 ðtÞ=Tt21 ðtÞ3 , and G Q* ðqÞ 5 G t* ðtÞ.
C. Asymptotic Properties of Estimators in Section III.B
The payment density g T *(⋅) is strictly positive on its support ½t, t , with 0 <
 , Qv ð⋅Þ > 0 on [v*, v], and
t < t < ∞ since t 5 T ½Q ðvÞ, TQ ð⋅Þ > 0 on ½Q , Q
^ and Tt21 ð⋅; bÞ
^ converge uniformly
f * ð⋅Þ > 0 on its support ½v* , v. Because T 21 ð⋅; bÞ
on ½t, t  to T 21 ð⋅Þ 5 T 21 ð⋅; bÞ and Tt21 ð⋅Þ 5 Tt21 ð⋅; bÞ, respectively, consistency of
our estimators (20)–(23) is straightforward. Thus we focus on their asymptotic
distributions. Our derivation underscores the effects of estimating b in T 21(⋅; b).
We begin with the estimators of the marginal cost g and fixed cost k.
Lemma 5. Under A1, B1, and C1, as N → ∞ we have
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
^ 2 bÞ 1 oP ð1Þ and
i. pN
g 2 gÞ 5 2g2 Ttb21 ðt ; bÞ N ðb
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃð~
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
21
^ 2 bÞ 1 oP ð1Þ.
ii. N ð~k 2 kÞ 5 gðtTtb ðt; bÞ 2 Tb21 ðt; bÞ 2 kTtb21 ðt ; bÞÞ N ðb
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
D
^ 2 bÞ →
N ∼ N ð0, QÞ, lemma 5 implies that g
~ and ~k arepasymptotiSince N ðb
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
cally normal. In contrast to lemma 3, their convergence rate is now N instead
^ converges at a slower rate than the infeasible estimators
of N. The reason is that b
g
^ and ^k whenpthe
tariff
is
known.
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃAs usual, consistent estimation of the asymptotic
variances of N ð~
g 2 gÞ and N ð~k 2 kÞ is obtained by replacing g, t, t , and b by
^ upon consistent estimation of the
their consistent estimators
g
~ﬃ, t min, t max, and b
pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
^ 2 bÞ.
asymptotic variance Q of N ðb
~0Q ð⋅Þ. We first study the asymptotic properties of
Next, we turn to f~* ð⋅Þ and U
the estimators of the quantile v(⋅) and its derivative va(⋅). See lemma 6 in appendix C, which shows the effects of estimating b relative to the infeasible estimators
^vð⋅Þ and ^va ð⋅Þ. We now derive the asymptotic distributions of f~* ð⋅Þ and U
~0Q ð⋅Þ on
 Þ.
[v*, vy] and ½Q , Q y , where vy ∈ ðv* , vÞ and Q y ∈ ðQ , Q
 Þ, as
Proposition 4. Under A1, B1, B2, and C1, for vy ∈ ðv* , vÞ and Q y ∈ ðQ , Q
N → ∞ we have
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ


N ½ ~f * ðvÞ 2 f * ðvÞ ⇒ 2g f * ðvÞ 1 vfv* ðvÞ Z ½F * ðvÞ
1

Hv ðvÞ
BF* ðvÞ 2 gb ðvÞN ,
H ðvÞ

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

~0Q ðQ Þ 2 U0Q ðQ Þ ⇒ 2U0Q ðQ Þ gZ½G Q* ðQ Þ
N U
1

TQ ðQ ; bÞ 2 g BG ðQ Þ
1 c ðQ ÞN ,
TQ ðQ ; bÞ 1 2 G Q* ðQ Þ
Q*
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as random functions in ℓ [v*, vy] and ℓ ½Q , Q y , respectively, where
∞

b ðvÞ 5 ½ f * ðvÞ 1 vfv * ðvÞI ½F * ðvÞ 2
c ðQ Þ 5 gI ½G Q* ðQ Þ 1

f * ðvÞ
a ½F * ðvÞ,
H ðvÞ

Ttb21 ðT ; bÞ U0Q Q ðQ Þ 21
1
Tb ðT ; bÞ
U0Q ðQ Þ
Tt21 ðT ; bÞ

are nonstochastic (1  dim b) vectors and T 5 T ðQ ; bÞ.
For each statement, the first two terms are identical to the limiting process of
the infeasible
estimator
in proposition 3, while the third term arises from estipﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
D
^ 2 bÞ →
mating b as N ðb
N ∼ N ð0, QÞ.
The limiting processes in proposition 4 are tight Gaussian processes with zero
means and finite covariance functions. A difficulty in determining the latter is
that the processes Zð⋅Þ and Bð⋅Þare not independent from the random vector N
as lemma C.1 shows. The reason is that Z½G Q* ð⋅Þ and BG ð⋅Þ arise from fQ i 5
^ which depends on fðti , qi Þ; i 5
T 21 ðti Þ; i 5 1, … , N g, while N arises from b,
1, … , N g. Using proposition 4, we obtain

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 D
N f~* ðvÞ 2 f * ðvÞ → N 0, q2f * ðvÞ ,
Q*

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 D

~0Q ðQ Þ 2 U0Q ðQ Þ →
N U
N 0, q2U ðQ Þ
0Q

*
Given a linear representation of
for
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃeach v ∈ ½v , vy  and v ∈ ½Q , Q y2, respectively.
^ 2 bÞ, appendix C derives qf ðvÞ and q2U ðQ Þ and discusses their consistent
N ðb
*
estimation.
0Q

D. Estimation of the Tariff Function
We partition the range ½t, t  into equally spaced K 1 1 5 5 bins of the form
½tk21 , tk Þ for k 5 1, … , 5 with t0 5 t min and t5 5 t max . Our basis functions wk(⋅)’s
are
8
0
if t ∈ ½t0 , tk21 
>
>
>
>
>
< ðt 2 tk21 Þ3 =½6ðtk 2 tk21 Þ
if t ∈ ½tk21 , tk 
wk ðt Þ 5 

3
>
ðt 2 tk11 Þ =½6ðtk 2 tk11 Þ 1 a1k t 1 a0k if t ∈ ½tk , tk11 
>
>
>
>
:
if t ∈ ½tk11 , tK 11 
a1k t 1 a0k
for k 5 1, … , K , where a1k 5 ðtk11 2 tk21 Þ=2 and a 0k 5 ½ðtk 2 tk21 Þ2 2 ðtk 2
tk11 Þ2 2 3tk ðtk11 2 tk21 Þ=6, and
(
0
if t ∈ ½t0 , tK 
wK 11 ðt Þ 5
3
ðt 2 tK Þ
if t ∈ ½tK , tK 11 ,
(

ðt1 2 t Þ3 =½6ðt1 2 t0 Þ 1 a1K 12 t 1 a0K 12 if t ∈ ½t0 , t1 
wK 12 ðt Þ 5
if t ∈ ½t1 , tK 11 ,
a1K 12 t 1 a0K 12
where a1K 12 5 ðt1 2 t0 Þ=2 and a0K 12 5 ð2t20 2 t21 2 t0 t1 Þ=6.
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We choose two normalizations at the lowest payment t min 5 13:97. Given (24),
we have
T 21 ðt min Þ 5 b0 1 b1 t min ,

Tt21 ðt min Þ 5 b1 :

(A4)

We estimate T 21 ðt min Þ and Tt21 ðt min Þ by a second-degree local polynomial regression of q on t using a Gaussian kernel and a standard bandwidth. We obtain
^0 5 2448:96 and
^ 21 ðt min Þ 5 195:2 and T^t21 ðt min Þ 5 46:11, thereby providing b
T
^
b1 5 46:11 by solving (A4).
^0 , b
^1 , d1 , … , d6 Þ. We use Linton et al.’s (2008) minimum disHereafter b 5 ðb
tance estimator to estimate d 5 ðd1 , … , d6 Þ. For any fixed b, let log ^ei ðbÞ be the ith
residual of a nonparametric regression of logT 21(t; b) on q, that is, log ^ei ðbÞ 5
log T 21 ðti ; bÞ 2 log m
^ 0 ðqi ; bÞ, where log m
^ 0 ð⋅; bÞ is a kernel estimator of the regression E½log T 21 ðt; bÞjq 5⋅ . We use a triweight kernel K ðuÞ 5ð35=32Þð12
u 2 Þ3 1ðjuj ≤ 1Þ and a standard bandwidth h 5 1:06^
jq N 21=5 5 86:34, where j^q is
the empirical standard deviation of the qi’s. For any fixed b, let the empirical cumulative distribution functions
^ q ðq Þ 5 1
G
N

N

o1ðq

i

≤ q Þ,

i51

1
F^ q,eðbÞ ðq, e Þ 5
N

1
F^ e ðbÞ ðe Þ 5
N

N

o1ðq

i

N

o1ð^e ðbÞ
i

≤ e Þ,

i51

≤ q Þ1ð^ei ðbÞ ≤ e Þ:

i51

^ is obtained through a grid search minimizing the criterion funcThe estimator b
tion

1 N
^ q ðqi ÞF^ eðbÞ ð^ei ðbÞÞ 2 :
QN ðbÞ 5 o F^ q,eðbÞ ðqi , ^ei ðbÞÞ 2 G
N i51
^ on qi
^ an estimate of m 0(⋅) is obtained by a kernel regression of log T 21 ðti ; bÞ
Given b,
^ 5⋅ . The density of log e is then estimated by a
b
giving log m
^ 0 ð⋅Þ 5 E½log
T 21 ðt; bÞjq
^ using the above kerkernel density estimator from the estimated residuals log ^ei ðbÞ
nel and bandwidth equal to 0.193 based on j^^e .
The test of independence of q and e is based on a model restriction that follows from the identification argument in Horowitz (1996). Specifically, letting
Ftjq ðtjqÞ ; fðtjqÞ, the transformation model (19) leads to Tt21 ðtÞ=T 21 ðtÞ 5
2½m 0q ðqÞ=m 0 ðqÞsðt, qÞ, where sðt, qÞ ; ft ðtjqÞ=fq ðtjqÞ. Evaluated at t min, we obtain


m 0q ðq Þ=m 0 ðq Þ 5 2ð46:11=195:2Þ½1=s ðt min , q Þ
using the above normalizations. Moreover, integrating from t min to t gives


log T 21 ðt Þ 5 log 195:2 2 m 0q ðq Þ=m 0 ðq Þ S ðt, q Þ
Ðt

5 log 195:2 1 ð46:11=195:2Þ½S ðt, q Þ=s ðt min , q Þ,

where Sðt, qÞ ; t sðu, qÞdu. Thus the right-hand side should be independent of
q, which is the main restriction imposed by the transformation model under the
independence of e and q. Chiappori et al. (2015) then develop a test of the null
assumption of independence using subsampling to approximate the asymptotic
distribution.
min
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